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Real-world energy  

management experience
EDFClimate Corps selects and trains graduate students from awide range of

programs, and places them inside leading organizations around the world for

10 weeksduring the summer to identify customized energymanagement

solutions. Since 2008, EDFClimate Corps in the U.S. has placed over 700 

fellows in host organizations including Yahoo, JP  Morgan Chase, City of 

Boston, Microsoft, Procter & Gamble, General Motors, PG&E, Vassar College 

and  the Chicago Housing Authority. EDF Climate Corps fellows gain access 

to an exclusive network of Climate Corps alumni and other energy and 

sustainability professionals, interactive training and access to EDF resources, 

including job postings. After three successful years of operating Climate

Corps program inChina,we are excited to recruit more talents from Chinese 

universities for the 2017 Climate Corps fellowship.

EDFClimate Corps seeks top graduate studentswith analytical and project

management backgroundswho are excited to make an impact through smart

energy management.

Fellowsare chosen for their ability to do technical and financial analyses,

manage projects, and help facilitate organizational change.

Wan-yuSung

WanyuSungspent her summerworking for adidasGroup  

suppliers in China to build clear businesscase for energy  

and water metering. She identified opportunities and  

challenges that adidas apparel, textile, footwear and  

football suppliers had encountered. Her findings could  

be incorporated into communication materials that  

engagemore suppliers and the tools she developed could  

be leveraged across the adidasGroupsupply chain.

YiyanCao

Yiyan conductedonsite testing for OwensCorning’s local  

plant in China this summer, on cooling water and  

compressed air system. She presented her  

recommendationsduringOwensCorning’sGlobal Energy  

Meeting in August, and even before the end of her ten-

week fellowship, the cooling water system retrofit was  

approved and scheduled for implementation.

S u c c e ss Stories
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E D F  Climate Corps   
fellows by the numbers:

9 out of10

fellows agree they

gained

valuable skills

80+

alumni mentor new

fellows

41%

have engineering

degrees

Our impact:

700+

students empoweredas

sustainability leaders

1000+

energy leaders

connected

through ournetwork

65%

of alumni fellows work

on energy/sustainability 

issuesas part of their

full-time job

What EDF Climate Corps Looks For



Projects to
Match Your Ski l ls   
and Goals
EDF Climate Corps fellows  

work on agrowing varietyof  

project types that include:

Commercial Energy  
Efficiency

Identify energy and  cost-
saving measuresin
commercial ormunicipal  
settings

Industrial Energy  

Efficiency in  

Manufacturing Setting  

Gain hands-onexperience  

in manufacturing settings  

to unlock cost saving  

opportunities and create  

efficiencysolutions

Sustainability and Energy 

Management Strategies

Help enterprises set 

sustainability or energy 

management goals or map 

out pathways to existing 

targets

Clean and Renewable  

Energy
Uncover opportunitiesfor  
demand response,  
renewable energy  
generation and  
procurement policies.

Data Analysis
Help organizationsbetter  
understand their energy  
usage through data  
tracking, modeling and  
analysis.

Financial Evaluation  and

Planning
Create financial planning  
tools, evaluate financing  
options for energy projects  
and analyze energy  
efficiency investment  
opportunities.
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How E D F  Climate Corps Works
Rigorous Selection

We choose top-tier graduate students from our pool of applicants
based on the needs of host organizations. We take into 
consideration student skills, experience and location preference in

determining placement.

Expert Training

In May, we host a weeklong training for all fellows with EDF experts 
and sustainability consultants. The curriculum covers energy 
efficiency,  sustainability strategy, carbon accounting, building

systems, financial analysis  and more. For China fellows, we have an 
additional training in China in Junewhich ismore tailored for
industrial efficiencies and policy environment in China.

Professional Experience

Every summer over 100 EDFClimate Corps fellows in the U.S. and
Chinahit the ground running to work on-site at their host
organizations. They spend 10 to 12weeks on customized energy

projects.

Final Deliverables

At the end of the summer, each fellow presents his or her findings to
their host organization and submits a final, actionable report of their
work.

Follow-Up

After the fellowship ends,EDFstaff followupwith each host
organization to find out whether fellow recommendations are being
implemented. Also, EDF  convenes all of the fellowship alumni and 

host organization participants for its Annual EDFClimate Corps
Network Event.

• Extensive Network

• Real-world Experience

• Resources & Tools • Publicity

• Trainings in both the U.S. and China

What E D F  Climate C o r p s  Delivers for You:
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Cummins  

OwensCorning  

Walmart  

McDonald’s

IKEA

MasterCard

Baxter International  

adidasGroup

New Balance 

Apple  

Legrand

Coca-Cola

Kingfisher

E D F  Climate Cor ps  has placed 7 0 0 +  grad students with  

4 0 0 +  leading organizations, including these companies’ 

operations in China:

Questions? Contact 

edfclimatecorps.apply@edf.org 

Apply today at edfclimatecorps.org
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What alumni are  

saying about EDF  

Climate Corps?

"EDF Climate Corps is a great 
program that goes way 
beyond an ordinary summer 
internship. We were provided 
with extraordinary training and 
first-hand exposure to industry 
and real-life projects. At the 
same time, we were also given 
a lot of responsibilities and 
independence for our project, 
which pushed us to learn and 
grow quickly.”

—Tian Qiao

2016 Climate Corps China 

Fellow at IKEA China

“Throughout the trainings and 
ten-week fellowship, there was 
always something new to learn 
and to try, making this summer 
an incredible growth 
opportunity for me personally 
and professionally. By putting 
what I learned into practice, I 
feel that I made a real 
difference in my home country, 
China, and that’s something I 
am proud of.”

—Menglian Zheng

2015  Climate Corps China 

Fellow at  Baxter China

“My experience at Cummins 
was wonderful and rewarding. I 
am very grateful for the 
opportunity that EDF Climate 
Corps provided. I have gained a 
great deal from this program 
and had a wonderful summer
experience in Beijing.”

—Yuejiao Ha,

2014 Climate Corps China 

Fellow at  Cummins China Application deadline: December 31, 2016

* Apply early to ensure preferred match with a host organization!

Jump-start your sustainability career today!


